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For life to emerge, confinement of catalytic reactions within protocellular environments has been proposed
as a decisive aspect to regulate chemical activity in space.1,2 Today, cells and organisms adapt to signals3-7
by processing them through reaction networks that ultimately provide downstream functional responses
and structural morphogenesis.8,9 Re-enacting such signal processing in de-novo designed protocells is a
profound challenge, but of high importance for understanding the design of adaptive systems with life-like
traits. We report on engineered all-DNA protocells10 harboring an artificial metalloenzyme11 whose olefin
metathesis activity leads to downstream morphogenetic protocellular responses with varying levels of
complexity. The artificial metalloenzyme catalyzes the uncaging of a pro-fluorescent signal molecule, that
generates a self-reporting fluorescent metabolite designed to weaken DNA duplex interactions. This leads
to pronounced growth, intra-particular functional adaptation in the presence of a fluorescent DNA
mechanosensor,12 or inter-particle protocell fusion. Such processes mimic chemically transduced processes
found in cell adaptation and cell-to-cell adhesion. Our concept showcases new opportunities to study lifelike behavior via abiotic bioorthogonal chemical and mechanical transformations in synthetic protocells.
Furthermore, it reveals a strategy for inducing complex behavior in adaptive- and communicating softmatter microsystems, and illustrates how dynamic properties can be upregulated and sustained in microcompartmentalized media.
Living cells are highly inspiring for their unique ability to perform complex tasks, such as division,
differentiation and tissue formation via internal signal processing and intercellular communication.6,13 In cells,
a diversity of different signals are processed in a crowded environment using reaction networks, that may
even be organized spatially in liquid/liquid phase-segregated membraneless organelles.14-16 Protocell models
resulting from the self-assembly of amphiphiles, such as phospholipid liposomes, have been used to
investigate prebiotic compartmentalization and primitive processes, such as catalysis, metabolism, and
replication.17-20 These however, seldom recapitulate some of the critical features that are essential to cellular
function: macromolecular crowding and phase-segregation.21 To this end, (bio)polymer coacervates have been
suggested as model systems, and recent studies have reported gene expression,15 ribonucleic acid catalysis22
and multienzyme iterative processing in multicomponent microdroplets.23,24 Some of the most complex
mimics may include DNA-containing protocells that can exchange DNA as information and may allow for
simple communication.25,26 However, it is of critical importance to develop strategies able to convert signals
from diverse origin to allow for intra- or inter-protocell downstream processes such as functional adaptation,
communication and simple morphogenesis which may, in the long term, allow for the development of
prototissues.27
Artificial metalloenzymes (ArMs) are an emerging tool for advanced biohybrid catalysis containing an
organometallic moiety as synthetic co-factor embedded in a protein scaffold. They combine features of
homogeneous and enzymatic catalysts. ArMs can be evolved by genetic means, and hold great promise to
impart new types of abiotic activities in biological systems.28,29 We have developed versatile ArMs based on
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the biotin-streptavidin (Sav) technology, that have been shown to operate in cells and allow for spatiallycontrolled bioorthogonal activation of functional molecules such as prodrugs.11,30 Other bioorthogonal
uncaging strategies have been reported for the on-demand release of cargoes under physiological
conditions.31,32,33 This may lead to a biological response resulting from an abiotic catalyst.
Inspired by such conversion strategies foreign to the host system, we set out to compartmentalize an artificial
metathase based on the biotin-Sav technology inside an all-DNA protocell. This allows to investigate the effect
of (bio)molecular crowding on catalytic performance. More importantly, it introduces new-to-nature catalytic
activities, beyond the commonly used DNA-tethered enzymes34 or DNAzymes, allowing processing of non-DNA
signals within DNA nanoscience environments, and enabling access for downstream reactions using non-DNA
metabolites. For this purpose, we rely on a “close-to-release” reaction cascade that leads to a “gain-offunction” via ring-closing metathesis (RCM)-triggered uncaging of a pro-fluorescent signal. The uncaged
product is reactive as a downstream metabolite by interacting with duplex DNA. This strategy allows to (i)
monitor the compartmentalized abiotic reaction and (ii) modulate signal transduction, which leads to
downstream morphological responses (Fig. 1). We show that the accumulated product can dynamize DNA
duplexes, ultimately resulting in protocellular growth, mechanical activation, adhesion and fusion, thus
mimicking rudimentary, functional and morphological adaptation of (proto)-cells.
Building on our recent work10, we prepared all-DNA based protocells (PCs) with liquid ssDNA interior and DNA
hydrogel shells to compartmentalize the ArMs. The PCs are formed by a simple self-compartmentalization
during a temperature ramp (ca. 10 min) of aqueous systems of two ssDNA multiblock copolymers, p(A20-m)
and p(T20-n) (Supplementary Fig. S1, ca. 15-55 repeats of the blocks). A20 and T20 represent homo-repeats of
20 adenine and 20 thymine nucleobases, while m and n stand for defined barcode sequences for
functionalization (Fig. 1). In short, heating leads to A20/T20 duplex dissociation and p(A20-m) undergoes
liquid/liquid phase-segregation, while p(T20-n) remains dissolved in solution. During cooling, re-hybridization
of A20/T20 occurs quickly at the periphery of the p(A20-m) phase-segregated droplets, leading to a hydrogel
shell stabilized by A20/T20 duplex. Subsequently, the p(A20-m) dissolves, but remains entrapped in a liquid state
under high osmotic pressure and macromolecular crowding in the tight hydrogel-like shell. In addition to their
straightforward assembly, such PCs allow selective functionalization of the core and the shell using the
barcodes (m,n).
Immobilization of the ArM is achieved by functionalizing the m core barcodes with a complementary
biotinylated Biot-m* ssDNA, that binds to Sav. Thanks to its homotetrameric nature, immobilized Sav can
additionally accommodate a biotinylated Hoveyda-Grubbs catalyst (Biot-Ru; Supplementary Fig. S2). To ensure
efficient immobilization, the molar ratio of Sav to Biot-m* was set to 1:1, providing, on average, 75% free
binding sites for reaction with Biot-Ru. An appealing feature of such ArMs is the possibility to improve their
catalytic performance via site-directed mutagenesis (Supplementary Note 1).11 We surmised that this strategy
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might provide a versatile tool for the optimization of catalysts within the crowded environment provided by
the DNA PCs.

Fig. 1 | Design concept, strategy, and system behaviour of artificial metalloenzyme (ArM)-catalyzed signal conversion
and downstream adaptation inside all-DNA protocells (PCs). (a) Synthesis of sequence-controlled multiblock ssDNA
polymers via rolling circle amplification (RCA). The mixture of the ssDNA polymers is subjected to a heating ramp (3
°C/min) in the presence of Mg2+. Thermally-induced phase-separation of p(A20-m) during heating and duplex (A20/T20)
formation (at the coacervate surface) during cooling, leads to the self-assembly of kinetically-trapped all-DNA PCs. The
core of the PCs is composed of liquid p(A20-m) while the shell is constituted with p(T20-n) crosslinked via A20/T20 duplexes.
(b) Sequential loading and assembly of the artificial metalloenzyme (ArM) is achieved by attaching Biot-m* to the core
barcode m, followed by addition of streptavidin (Sav) and a biotinylated olefin metathesis catalyst (Biot-Ru), to afford a
PC-loaded ArM ((Biot-RuÌSavmutant)ÌPC, or ArMÌPC hereafter). The catalytic activity of the ArMÌPC was optimized by
screening 10 Sav mutants. (c-e) Schematic representation of three adaptive responses of the RCM inside the PCs. (c) The
immobilized ArM catalyzes a DNA-orthogonal uncaging reaction giving rise to a primary fluorescent signal. (d) The
uncaged product instigates swelling of the PCs and destabilizes a mechanofluorescent force module (installed in PCs)
which, triggers a secondary fluorescence output. (e) The accumulated uncaged product also induces membrane
dynamization of the PCs, resulting in pronounced morphological transformations, ultimately leading to PC fusion.

First, we demonstrate the uptake and selective functionalization of the individual compartments using
fluorescent model compounds: (i) Atto647-n* (red channel) for the PC shell, (ii) Oregon-green488 labeled SavOG488 (green channel) and (iii) biotinylated-Atto565 (magenta channel) as a catalyst mimic (Fig. 2a,b). After
functionalization of the PC core barcodes (m) with Biot-m*, Sav-OG488 – that binds to Biot-m* – and the
catalyst-mimic (Biot-Atto565) – that fills the remaining biotin-binding sites of the immobilized Sav-OG488 – were
added sequentially. The loading protocol, adjuvants and stoichiometry were fine-tuned to ensure a
homogeneous loading of the PCs. Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) of the loaded PCs reveals their
spatially programmed assembly by visualizing their respective fluorescent signals. This confirms that the PC
shells are sufficiently porous to allow uptaking Sav, the largest entity in our functionalization scheme (ca. 5·5·5
nm3).
4

Fig. 2 |Compartment-selective functionalization of PCs (a) Schematic representation of (Biot-Atto565ÌSav)ÌPC depicting
all of its components. (b) CLSM images of (Biot-Atto565ÌSav)ÌPC: The shell of the PCs is functionalized with Atto647-n*
(red channel). The Sav-OG488 (green channel) is immobilized in the PC core via Biot-m* (hybridized with barcodes m),
followed by biotin-Atto565 (magenta channel) binding to the Sav-OG488. (c) CLSM images of pristine PCs before and after
photo-bleaching within the dotted rectangles. The corresponding fluorescence intensities at positions A1, B1, C1, and D1
(during nine sequential photo-bleaching events) reveal that the core is liquid (B1, C1 partially bleached) and that the shells
are crosslinked (i.e., only bleached in the irradiated areas). (d) CLSM images of Sav-loaded PCs before and after photobleaching in the dotted rectangles. The corresponding fluorescence during photobleaching at position A2, B2, C2, and D2
highlight the gelled core, due to the multivalent crosslinking of the Sav-OG488 with Biot-m* (hybridized to the p(A20-m)
polymer). The green ticks on the top indicate the photo-bleaching events. Scale bars: 3 μm.

The physical state of the pristine and Sav-loaded (SavÌPCs) PCs was elucidated by fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching (FRAP; Fig. 2c,d, Supplementary movies S1 and S2). The pristine PCs exhibit near-simultaneous
bleaching of both the irradiated and non-irradiated core areas within single PCs (areas B1, C1 and D1, Fig. 2c).
Repeated photobleaching leads to stepwise bleaching of the full PC core, confirming a liquid-like interior of
the PCs surrounded by a hydrogel-like shell. This agrees with our earlier report highlighting a liquid-like interior
and quick reorganization.10 In contrast, the Sav-OG488ÌPC cores and shells show almost no fluorescence
recovery within the exposed area after a single pulse of photo-bleaching (area A2 in Fig. 2d). Although the nonirradiated areas lose 20% of their initial intensity after bleaching, a complete reorganization and
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homogenization of the interior does not occur. This observation suggests that the Sav serves as a multivalent
crosslinker of the p(A20-m)/Biot-m* interior. The interior is in a gel state.
Next, we incorporated the metathase (Biot-RuÌSav) in the PC core and monitored the catalytic RCM reaction
and the signal translation resulting from the uncaging of the pro-fluorescent cargos. We evaluated two dienecontaining substrates which display self-reporting functions and from which we expected a downstream
metabolite interaction with DNA: (i) a naphthalene precursor which releases umbelliferone (Subs-I), and (ii) a
dimethoxynaphthalene precursor (Subs-II) which spontaneously eliminates water upon RCM (Fig. 3a, f).
Uncaged umbelliferone and dimethoxynaphthalene allow monitoring the RCM activity by fluorescence
spectroscopy and GC-MS, respectively. Importantly, with respect to downstream response, coumarinderivatives, such as umbelliferone, are well-known intercalators of dsDNA (in particular A/T).35 We further
hypothesized that dimethoxynaphthalene might also interact with DNA due to its hydrophobic nature and the
ability for p-stacking.36
After assembling ArMÌPCs (abbreviated form of (Biot-RuÌSav)ÌPCs, see Methods), we compared the
turnover numbers of the ArM (TONRu) in solution and encapsulated state (in the PC interior) for both Subs-I
and Subs-II (Fig. 3c,g). The TONRus in PCs are normalized to the Biot-Ru content determined by inductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and to purified PCs. We find that for Subs-I and Subs-II, the
TONRus of ArMÌPC are 2-fold and 3-fold higher respectively (in case of wild type SavWT) than the free ArM in
solution. Next, we screened a focused library of 10 Sav mutants, identified in previous optimization
campaigns,29 for RCM activity both as Biot-RuÌSav and (Biot-RuÌSav)ÌPC (Fig. 3c,g and Supplementary Fig.
S3b,d). For Subs-I, with the notable exception of (Biot-RuÌSavK121E)ÌPC, most compartmentalized ArMs led to
higher TONs compared to (Biot-RuÌSav) for RCM (Supplementary Fig. S3b). Strikingly, while Biot-RuÌSavK121E
was the most active mutant screened in solution, (Biot-RuÌSavK121E)ÌPC was the least active in the PC.
Introduction of an additional mutation, thus relocating a cationic lysine residue from position 121 to 118,
afforded the most active compartmentalized ArM (Biot-RuÌSavN118K K121E)ÌPC and the least active ArM in
solution. For Subs-II, a different mutant exhibits the highest TONRu (Biot-RuÌSavS112A K121L, Fig. 3g and
Supplementary Fig. S3d). While challenging to rationalize, these results highlight how subtle changes in the
second coordination sphere around the cofactor (i.e. mutation and/or crowding) dramatically affect the RCM
activity.
We also investigated the effect of MgCl2 in RCM with Subs-II. For (Biot-RuÌSavWT)ÌPC, the TONRu is twofold
higher in the presence of 200 mM MgCl2 compared to 50 mM MgCl2 (Supplementary Fig. S3e). Higher [Cl─]
have been shown to stabilize the Ru catalyst under physiological conditions,33 which is also confirmed in this
protocellular environment. Accordingly, we used 200 mM MgCl2 consistently for all other experiments.
To highlight the effect of the PC environment on metathase kinetics, we compared the catalytic activity with
Subs-I for (i) unwashed ArMÌPCs containing excess Biot-Ru in solution (1 mol% catalyst loading with respect
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to the [Subs-I]), and (ii) washed ArMÌPCs, thus removing the excess of Biot-Ru (Fig. 3d,e). This was done with
the most active mutant SavN118K K121E. According to ICP-MS, ca. 24% of the added Biot-Ru catalyst is immobilized
into the PC core (Supplementary Note 2 and Table S2). Interestingly, Subs-I affords only 8.8 TONRu in (i), while
25 TONRu are detected after purification in (ii). Hence, the genetically-optimized ArMs are at least threefold
more active within the PC’s interior than the free cofactor Biot-Ru (Fig. 3e). We thus conclude that
compartmentalization of the ArM in a crowded PC provides a propitious environment for catalysis.
We surmised that the marked increase in TON observed for the compartmentalized ArM (Biot-RuÌSav)ÌPC
(vs. Biot-RuÌSav) may be caused by the following effects: i) presence of p(A20-m), ii) high [Mg2+], iii)
accumulation of Sub-I within the PCs or iv) crowding. Increasing the [Mg2+] > 200 mM did not lead to a
significant increase in TON (Supplementary Fig. S3c). HPLC analysis revealed a modest accumulation of Sub-I
in empty PCs and in Sav-loaded PCs, SavÌPCs (< 20%, compared to the surrounding). Gratifyingly, addition of
PEG (3000, 50 mg/mL) led to a fivefold increase in TON vs. free Biot-RuÌSav N118K K121E for Subs-I, as well as for
all other Sav isoforms. In stark contrast, the free co-factor Biot-Ru does not experience a change in the
crowded environment (Fig. 3h). Accordingly, we hypothesize that the increased TON observed with (BiotRuÌSavN118K K121E)ÌPC is primarily caused by crowding.37 Differences in the relative effect of crowding between
PEG and the compartmentalized ArM (Biot-RuÌSav)ÌPC likely relate to the chemical nature of p(A20-m) ssDNA
inside the PC.
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Fig. 3 | Intraprotocellular ring-closing metathesis (RCM) of Subs-I and Subs-II catalyzed by genetically-engineered ArMs.
(a) Schematic representation of the RCM-triggered uncaging of umbelliferone inside the PCs from a caged precursor
(Subs-I) (b) X-ray crystal structure (PDB: 5IRA) of the artificial metathase Biot-RuÌSavWT. Biot-Ru and proximal protein
residues are depicted as ball-and-stick and stick, respectively. (c) Genetic optimization of ArM for the uncaging of
umbelliferone from Subs-I. The TONRu are based on yields of umbelliferone determined by fluorescence spectroscopy.
Data are the means and standard deviation of duplicate reactions. (d) Schematic representation of two experiments: (1)
RCM is performed using a crude mixture of free Biot-Ru and ArMÌPC, (2) RCM is performed using ArMÌPC after a
washing step to remove unbound Biot-Ru (i.e., centrifugation followed by re-dispersion). The Ru content of these samples
was determined by ICP-MS (Supplementary Table S2). (e) Comparison of the turnover number (TONRu) of ArMÌPC vs.
free Biot-Ru, revealing the effect of the environment resulting from compartmentalization within SavÌPCs. (f) Schematic
representation of the ArM-catalyzed RCM of a dimethoxynaphthalene precursor (Subs-II) inside PCs. (g) Genetic
optimization of the ArM for the RCM of Subs-II inside PCs. The TONRu are based on yields of dimethyoxynaphthalene
determined by GC-MS using an internal standard. Data are the means and standard deviation of duplicate reactions. (h)
Crowding effect on the TONRu resulting from addition of 50 mg/mL PEG (3000 Da) for different mutants, the WT and the
free co-factor Biot-Ru.

We selected the most active ArMÌPC/substrate systems ― (Biot-RuÌSavN118K K121E)ÌPC/Subs-I and (BiotRuÌSavS112A K121L)ÌPC/Subs-II ― for in situ microscopy studies. To visualize the PCs, the shells (p(T20-n)) were
tagged with Atto647-n* (red channel, Fig. 4b) and the PCs were equipped with the ArM (details in SI). To monitor
downstream responses resulting from the catalytic activity, we prepared a mixture of active ((Biot-RuÌSavN118K
K121E

)ÌPC) and dormant PCs (SavN118K K121EÌPC). Both populations are initially indistinguishable with red shells

and colorless cores (t=0 min, Fig. 4 a,b; Supplementary Fig. S5 shows start and end points for differently dyed
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PCs). Once Subs-I is injected, green fluorescence (excitation 405 nm) appears in the core of the active PCs,
confirming that the compartmentalized ArM (Biot-RuÌSavN118K K121E) catalyzes the RCM and uncages the
umbelliferone inside the PCs (Fig. 4b, Supplementary Fig. S4). The rate of umbelliferone release inside the
active PCs (Fig. 4c; calculated from CLSM) correlates with the macroscopic fluorescence spectroscopy (Fig. 3e).
Strikingly, a substantial expansion of the active PCs occurs during prolonged reaction (up to 5-fold in diameter
and 125-fold in volume). The green fluorescence persists in the core and accumulates in the shell: it does not
dilute visibly into the surrounding. This is indicative of tight binding to dsDNA, as most dsDNA is located in the
shell and at the core/shell interface (A20/T20 and Atto647-n*/n). Concomitantly, the red shell fluorescence
decreases by about 50% after an hour of RCM activity. This is due to a thickness increase of the shell by swelling
and potentially due to a loss of some Atto647-n* by duplex breakage (see below). Since the PCs are under high
osmotic pressure due to the entrapped p(A20-m) with all its counterions10 and only stabilized by the A20/T20
duplexes formed at the interface between the core and the shell, the swelling strongly suggests that the RCM
products (i) intercalate into the dsDNA, thus (ii) weaken the dsDNA interactions substantially and lead to (iii)
the dynamization of the membrane layer. Umbelliferone intercalates preferentially in A/T duplexes.35 The PC
swelling caused by the release of dimethoxynaphtalene from Subs-II is less pronounced (3-fold vs. 5-fold
increase in diameter, Fig. 4e,f,g; Supplementary Fig. S6). This is related to the poorer intercalating properties
of dimethoxynaphthalene vs. umbelliferone.36 To further underscore the intercalation properties,
Supplementary Fig. S7 displays the melting curves of A20-m/T20-m* dsDNA in the presence of the intercalators.
The melting curve flattens out in presence of umbelliferone, and the duplexes do not re-hybridize upon
cooling, highlighting the dynamization of the duplexes. The perturbation of the duplex hysteresis is less
pronounced for dimethoxynaphthalene.
Control experiments underscore the importance of the compartmentalization of the catalytic event within the
PC for the produced metabolite to induce protocell growth. The expansion is not observed in the dormant PCs
after the addition of Subs-I (Fig. 4d). This confirms that the Subs-I is not a morphogen, and that the metabolite
(umbelliferone) produced in an active PC does not induce changes in a dormant PC via diffusion. Strikingly, in
an additional control experiment, we added a high concentration of umbelliferone to dormant PCs and
observed no morphological transformation, although the accumulation of umbelliferone (green fluorescence)
within the shell and inside the core indicates its intercalation within the duplexes (Fig. 4h). Moreover, the
morphology of dormant PCs remains unaltered upon addition of a mixture of both uncaged products,
umbelliferone and naphthalene (Supplementary Fig. S8). These observations clearly demonstrate that the
catalytic conversion inside the PCs is the decisive aspect to trigger downstream changes. Although unexpected,
these observations highlight the possibility of emergent, self-inflicted behavior of active PCs.
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Fig. 4 | CLSM monitoring of ArM-catalyzed RCM inside PCs and ensuing morphological transformations. (a) RCMinduced umbelliferone uncaging in a mixture of active and dormant PCs (i.e., (Biot-RuÌSavN118K K121E)ÌPC and, SavN118K
K121E
ÌPC). Addition of Subs-I leads to umbelliferone accumulation within the active PCs, accompanied by a gradual
increase in their volume. The dormant PCs remain unaltered, both in fluorescence and size. (b) Time-dependent CLSM
images for RCM-induced umbelliferone uncaging in a single PC (left array) and a mixed PC system (right array). The shells
of all PCs are labeled with Atto647-n* (red channel). At t=0 (before the addition of Subs-I), all PCs are visible as red circles
and indistinguishable. The RCM-induced uncaging of umbelliferone (green channel) is recorded over a 60 min period. The
gradual increase in fluorescence intensity (green channel) in the core of the active PCs results from the RCM-induced
uncaging of the umbelliferone. Brightness and contrast of some of the images (red and merged channels) are increased
to visualize the shell of the active PCs. (c) Normalized time-dependent fluorescence intensities of umbelliferone (green
trace), the shell of the active PCs (orange trace), and the shell of the dormant PCs (red trace). The fluorescence intensities
are averaged from the CLSM images using ~25 PCs. (d) Time-dependent increase in dimension for active and dormant
PCs (averaged over 25 PCs). (e) CLSM images of the RCM-induced dimethoxynaphthalene formation inside the PCs. (f)
Normalized time-dependent fluorescence intensities of the RCM product (blue trace), the shell of the active PCs (orange
trace), and the shell of the dormant PCs (red trace). (g) Time-dependent RCM-induced change in the dimensions for active
and dormant PCs (averaged over 25 PCs). The dimethoxynaphthalene product has less influence on the morphological
transformation of PCs, due to weak interaction with the duplexes. (h) CLSM images of SavN118K K121EÌPCs (dormant-PC)
before and after the addition of umbelliferone (500 μM). The size distribution (shown on the right) indicates that the
morphology of the PCs remains unaltered when the intercalator was added in solution even though the diffusion of
umbelliferone is observed into the PC core. Scale bar: 5 μm. Conditions: 1% catalyst loading, 100 ─ 300 µM of substrates,
10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 6, 0.1 M MgCl2.

From above, it is evident that the released umbelliferone from Subs-I is a more powerful morphogen
compared to dimethoxynaphthalene released from Subs-II. Next, we showcase signal-transduction cascades
– a distinctive feature of living systems – that result from the compartmentalized catalytic event using Subs-I.
10

Therein, the release of the abiotic metabolite produced from Subs-I is exploited to drive the metamorphosis
of the PCs, leading to distinct functional intraparticle adaptation, and ultimately, interparticle interaction.
First, we surmised that the swelling and internal stress may be harnessed to break specifically engineered
dsDNA junctions, allowing to realize a color change. To this end, we embedded a mechano-fluorescent forcesensing module (FM) as a crosslinker within an active PC by hybridization with the m barcodes (Fig. 5a,
Supplementary Fig. S9a,b).12 The FM consists of a short dsDNA arranged in a zipper geometry and equipped
with a fluorophore (Cy5, yellow-red dot) and a quencher (red-black dot, Fig. 5a). The dsDNA zipper is designed
to be the weakest network link (─ΔGy/y* = 25.8 kcal mol─1 > ─ΔGz/z* = 25.2 kcal mol─1 > ─ΔGm/m* = 24 kcal mol─1 >
─ΔGx/x* = 9 kcal mol─1). Its zipper geometry compared to normal dsDNA facilitates mechanical opening. The
homogeneous loading of such FMs was confirmed by functionalization with a FM without the quencher
(Supplementary Figure S10). Upon addition of Subs-I, the catalytic production of umbelliferone leads to
swelling and the mechanical stress induces the rupture of the FM, as revealed by increasing fluorescence
resulting from the Cy5 reporter (Fig. 5c, Supplementary Fig. S9c). The PCs acquire a new red fluorescence color.
In line with the signal-transduction cascade mechanism, a delay (ca. 20 min) in the appearance of the Cy5
fluorescence compared to the primary fluorescence caused by umbelliferone uncaging is observed
(Supplementary Fig. S9e). This reflects the critical stretching threshold that the FM requires for unzipping.
Correspondingly, the signal transduction cascade allows for functional adaptation revealed by the appearance
of a new color (a simple PC phenotype) and leads to the exposure of two previously masked ssDNA sequences
that become available for further DNA-based reaction schemes.
Building on the observed growth, we hypothesized that higher substrate concentrations and extended
reaction times may lead to shell rupture and promote PC interactions. Indeed, when subjecting the active PCs
to 3-fold Sub-I concentration (1 mM), fusion of PCs occurs. These fusion events are triggered by spontaneous,
growth-induced symmetry-breaking of the original spherical PCs (most likely due to defects in the shell) and
ultimately shell rupture, whereupon interaction between the core material occurs (Fig. 5d,e). The symmetry
breaking is clearly evidenced by the observation of highly fluorescent hemispherical caps distant from the
fusion center. A time-lapse fusion event is shown in Fig. 3f (see also Supplementary Fig. S11). Since the interior
is gelled due to the presence of the tetravalent Sav, a complete secretion of the interior as liquid phase cannot
occur. We suggest that the fusion into rather homogeneous assemblies is assisted by (i) gaining additional
inter-protocellular biotin-Sav interactions and (ii) minimizing the interface with the water.
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1(2#?-(?% ./% 178+55-/+4.(+% -(,-6+% )*+% KA% 2.4+J% #(6% )*+% 4+6% 2*#((+5% 4+>+#5,% )*+% ,+2.(6% /51.4+,2+()% .1)=1)% /4.7% )*+%
6-,,.2-#)+6%dIB%C*+%-,.5#)+6%/51.4+,2+()%h*.),=.),i%#4+%2.()#7-(#)-.(J%L*-5+%)*+%KA%-()+4-.4%)14(,%*.7.?+(+.1,5'%4+6B%
"6$% &2*+7#)-2% 4+=4+,+()#)-.(% ./% @AI3-(612+6% 7.4=*.5.?-2#5% )4#(,/.47#)-.(% -(% KA,B% C*+% KA,% 1(6+4?.% ,L+55-(?% #(6%
7+784#(+%41=)14+%#(6%KA%/1,-.(%1=.(%-(24+#,-(?%)*+%2.(2+()4#)-.(%./%)*+%&18,3WB%"+$%AR&I%-7#?+,%./%,L.55+(%#(6%/1,+6%
KA,%#/)+4%^Q%7-(%/.55.L-(?%&183W%#66-)-.(B%"/$%C-7+35#=,+%/1,-.(%+>+()%./%=4.).2+55,B%R#4?+4%.>+4>-+L%-(%&1==5+7+()#4'%d-?B%
&PPB%&2#5+%8#4,S%Y%V7B%FD%7#?S%)*4++%)-7+,%7#?(-/-+6B%%

*+! ,/55'39)! [0! .+-32K/40K! '! =0+03.4! ,-3'-0=9! -2! 0+4'L,/6'-0! '3-.1.4.'6! 50-'6620+\950,! N"3$,S! .+,.K0! -80!
5'43252604/6'369!432[K0K!4230!21!'66>Gb"!W7,O!d0!-80+!8.=86.=8-0K!82[!t'(.2-.4m!4'-'69-.4!,.=+'6!42+;03,.2+!
,-3'-0=.0,!4'+!(0!/,0K!123!K2[+,-30'5!523L8262=.4'6!'K'L-'-.2+!'-!;'39.+=!60;06,!21!425L60I.-9O!R80!Y09!,-0L!
306.0,!2+!,0604-.+=!'!,9+-80-.4)!+2+>Gb"!,/(,-3'-0!-8'-!4'+!(0!-/3+0K!.+-2!'!50-'(26.-0!'(60!-2!.+-03'4-!'+K!
[0'Y0+!Gb"!K/L60I0,O!R8.,!'4-.;'-0,!-80!,[066.+=!21!-80!W7,!-3'LL0K!.+!'!50-',-'(60!,-'-0!N(0.+=!/+K03!8.=8!
2,52-.4! L30,,/30S)! 30,/6-.+=! .+! N.S! W7! =32[-8)! N..S! '4-.;'-.2+! 21! K0,.=+0K! 5048'+2L8230,! 123! 1/+4-.2+'6!
'K'L-'-.2+!N0O=O!42623S)!'+K!N...S!W7!1/,.2+O!%/48!10'-/30,!'30!305.+.,40+-!21!-80!(08';.23!21!6.;.+=!4066,!h!'6(0.-!

!

AQ!

on simplistic levels. We unraveled that the ArMs are more active inside the crowded environment and that
site-directed mutagenesis of the ArMs improves the catalytic performance. Remarkably, all morphological
changes in the PCs are observed only when performing catalysis inside the PCs: The external addition of
substrates or products to inactive PCs does not induce any morphological change.
These findings reveal the opportunities of endowing PCs with abiotic catalytic activity, here ‘abiotic’ in the
sense of being foreign to typical DNA-systems, to generate chemical signals compartmentalized within hybrid
protocellular environments. These PCs display advanced adaptive and emergent behavior. While we
highlighted pathways towards downstream functions on a morphological level, we believe that the merger of
artificial metalloenzymes and colloidal coacervates can provide avenues for adaptive functional systems in
sensor applications or as colloidal factories for functional compounds. Although cross-disciplinary approaches
to explore the design, structuration, function and evolutionary potential of metabolic PCs with genetically
evolved proteinaceous catalysts is in its infancy, our approach provides valuable insights (i) into the acquisition
of chemically-triggered adaptive behavior of prebiotic coacervates and (ii) towards a minimalistic design of
life-like abiotic systems. Capitalizing on the interaction between dsDNA and abiotic metabolites presented
herein, we envision fascinating opportunities to further engineer interactive PC systems, that can
communicate, translate and process various types of signals in more complex sensory environments.
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